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Abstract
We present a unique new implementation of MPI-IO (as defined in the recent MPI2 message passing standard) that is easy to use, fast, efficient, and complete. Our
implementation is layered over the High-Performance Storage System, using HPSS’s
third-party transfers and parallel I/O descriptors.

1

Introduction

The MPI-2 standard [9] includes a chapter devoted to parallel I/O functions, often called
“MPI-IO.” Several partial or complete implementations have appeared (e.g., ROMIO [13],
PMPIO [2], Sun MPI [11], and Fujitsu’s MPI-2 [7]). This paper describes a new MPI-IO
implementation that has several important and unique features:




It provides large-scale scientific applications with an easy-to-use, high-performance,
portable interface to petabyte archival storage systems.
It shows good performance and very high utilization of the underlying storage system. Our tests have demonstrated peak MPI-IO bandwidth of up to 197 MB/s for
collective read operations and up to 173 MB/s for write operations, out of a maximum available bandwidth of 207 MB/s on our test platform. Even though our test
platform is small (see Sec. 3.1), this compares favorably with, for example, the 150
MB/sec maximum throughput reported for PDS/PIO on the Intel TFLOP [10], both
in terms of absolute performance and efficiency.
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It uses a unique I/O mechanism known as third-party transfer in the High Performance Storage System (HPSS) archival storage system [1, 12, 14]. That is, the transfer of data from one processor to another may be arranged by a third processor, which
does not participate in the actual movement of the data.
It fully implements every MPI-IO function, including shared file pointers, error handlers, and automatic conversion between data representations.
It is designed to work with any MPI-1 library, provided user applications are compiled with mpio.h. This header file defines all needed MPI-2 extensions for MPIIO, including macros that enable MPI-IO to have access to the arguments given to
MPI datatype constructors.
It is thread-safe (as long as the underlying MPI library is also thread-safe).

Our MPI-IO implementation is a new user interface first provided with release 4.1 of HPSS.
HPSS is an archival storage system that is designed to manage very large files on both disk
and tape. HPSS is a joint project of IBM and several U.S. national laboratories, with a
significant number of production installations.
The focus of our implementation has been to provide an efficient and scalable standard
interface to the HPSS file system, providing the full functionality of the MPI-IO specification. We exploit HPSS I/O descriptors (Sec. 2.2), file striping, MPI-IO file hints, and
third-party transfers to parallelize collective I/O. We shelter the user from HPSS details
and constraints as much as possible. We utilize a threaded and distributed work model to
minimize the latency of interactions with HPSS and to support the potential concurrency of
nonblocking I/O. Our results affirm the promise of scalable performance with low overhead
costs for layering MPI-IO over HPSS.

2

MPI-IO implementation

Our implementation of MPI-IO is specifically designed to run over HPSS and to take advantage of its third-party transfer capabilities. We have described this implementation elsewhere [5]; this section summarizes the design.

2.1

MPI-IO background

Two significant features of MPI-IO are collective I/O and access to discontiguous data
chunks1 using MPI datatypes. In a collective transfer, a group of processes in an application
each perform a special MPI-IO read or write call, which can be implemented in such a
way that information about each of the separate calls can be shared. Hence the library
1

We use the term “chunk” to refer to a contiguous sequence of bytes in a file or memory.
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can coordinate requests from multiple processes, and merge these requests to improve the
locality of accesses within the file, potentially eliminating many needless disk accesses.
MPI datatypes provide a mechanism for describing common static memory access patterns
(e.g., slices of multidimensional arrays, records with arbitrary gaps, etc.) [3]. Using one
datatype to address discontiguous regions of a file and another to address regions of a
memory buffer, a single call can effect the complex data movement between them.

2.2

MPI-IO/HPSS implementation

The basic HPSS client API includes a mechanism for specifying third-party transfers using
data structures called IODs (for “I/O descriptors”). An IOD specifies a transfer between a
file and one or more client processes, and has two sides: one side describes a sequence of
file chunks, and the other describes a sequence of client process memory chunks. Hence,
file chunks accessed by multiple client processes can be collected into a single IOD that
can be passed to HPSS through an hpss ReadList or hpss WriteList call.
IODs are a very flexible mechanism for describing parallel data transfers, but constructing
an IOD requires quite a bit of detailed coding, and the interface is only usable for accessing
HPSS files. In addition, use of the hpss ReadList/WriteList interface requires an
application to manage client mover threads, which connect application processes to remote
storage devices via sockets to carry out data transfers. To offer applications a simpler and
more portable programming interface, we have implemented MPI-IO on top of the HPSS
IOD mechanism. The main tasks of our MPI-IO library are to manage the client mover
threads and to convert MPI-IO requests into IODs.
To optimize collective I/O, it is necessary to submit I/O requests to HPSS from a single
IOD. This means that collective MPI-IO calls must forward requests from many tasks to
a single thread, which merges them to form an IOD. Our implementation does this using
a set of server threads with one server thread running within each process of a parallel
application. Each MPI-IO file is a single HPSS file; HPSS handles striping internally. One
of our implementation’s server threads is assigned to handle all collective operations on a
given open file handle. However, different open file handles may be managed by different
servers, so no single process bears the burden of managing all the open files. The server
thread for each process is created when the application initializes MPI-IO, and a server
thread only manages file handles for the parallel job that spawned it.
When an application makes a collective data access request, each process in the application
forwards its part of the request to the server thread managing the request’s file handle,
which assembles an IOD and submits it to HPSS. HPSS carries out the data transfer to all
participating processes (in parallel if possible) and then returns. Note that although control
of the request is centralized at the server thread, the data itself does not flow through the
server; with third-party transfer the data can move directly between storage devices and
processes in parallel.
Our implementation attempts to translate collective MPI-IO requests into IODs that transfer
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data as efficiently as possible. Since HPSS sequentializes separate access requests for a
given file handle, describing as much of a transfer as possible in a single IOD improves the
opportunities for parallelism and thereby improves performance. In the ideal case requests
can be merged into a transfer whose file descriptor list contains a single element (i.e., the
merged transfer accesses a single contiguous chunk of the file) and whose client descriptor
list uniformly stripes the transferred data across the client processes. Furthermore, optimal
performance is achieved if the client side striping exactly matches the HPSS file striping
specified through the HPSS class of service.
Our implementation recognizes when it can merge collective transfer requests from multiple processes into a request to access a single contiguous region of a file. If the requests
cannot be merged into a single contiguous access, the IOD will require a separate file descriptor for each discontiguous chunk of the access. However, the file descriptor list of
an HPSS IOD is limited to 64 descriptor elements at the time of the tests reported here.
When a transfer requires an IOD with more than 64 file descriptors, our implementation
automatically divides the request into multiple IODs with 64 or fewer file descriptors.
Moreover, the implementation recognizes when the collection of client memory chunks
can be described compactly by a regularly “striped” pattern. Our implementation also
recognizes when it can describe the client transfer mapping as uniformly distributed across
the participating client processes. This simplifies the client source/sink descriptor given
to HPSS by using a “striped” address. If the HPSS file is striped across the same number
of devices as the number of participating processes, and if the chunk size of the client
distribution matches the chunk size of the HPSS file stripe, HPSS will be able to achieve a
one-to-one connection between its movers and our MPI-IO client movers for the transfer,
allowing maximal concurrency.
If a transfer is not uniformly distributed across the clients, each contiguous chunk of the
transfer per client requires a separate descriptor in the IOD. For these cases, we arrange the
transfer description so that if there are n client processes, a maximum of n client descriptors
will be used. For each client that accesses discontiguous regions of the file, however,
this will result in multiple file descriptors. To summarize, irregular client distributions
and/or discontiguous accesses to the file (e.g., holes in the file) will result in suboptimal
performance.

3

Performance

This section reports the performance of our implementation on the platform described in
Section 3.1. We begin by describing the test methods, and then we report the results of
these tests. We conclude the section with a discussion of these results.
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Figure 1: The test platform.
3.1

The test platform

An important feature of HPSS is its support of third-party data transfer. In this I/O model, a
single process can issue a request to HPSS that will cause data to flow between the storage
system and multiple processes on multiple compute nodes. (Recall that “third-party” refers
to the fact that the process initiating a request need not be either the source or the destination of the data.) Using third-party transfer can simplify the management of parallel I/O
transfers and reduce the number of times data is copied in a given operation. For example,
a read request causes data to move between a single logical file and multiple destination
processes. Third-party transfer allows this to happen with no need for intermediate buffering or shuffling of data between nodes. In this respect third-party transfer is similar to
Kotz’s disk-directed I/O technique [6]. When a file is striped over multiple storage devices,
and different nodes are accessing different stripes, a single I/O request can initiate parallel
transfer of data. Of course, the degree of parallelism will depend on how well the striping
matches the data distribution on the nodes.
The main components of our hardware test platform are a parallel computer, two RAID
storage devices, an interconnection network, and an HPSS server (see Fig. 1). Application
code runs on a 16-processor SMP cluster consisting of four IBM RS/6000 SP 604 High
Nodes that each contain four 112-MHz PowerPC 604 processors. Each node has its own
HIPPI adapter card. The four HIPPI cards are connected through a crossbar switch to
two Maximum Strategy Gen5 XL RAID systems. Each of these systems is configured
to operate as two independent RAID devices, each with its own HIPPI connection. The
maximum theoretical HIPPI bandwidth between the two RAIDs and the SMP cluster is 400
MB/second. However, the adapter cards on the SMP nodes do not stream data at full HIPPI
rates, and the maximum observed bandwidth from a given card depends on the number of
simultaneous connections. IBM reports that a single connection can sustain 31.5 MB/s,
and that four connections through the same adapter sustain 51.8 MB/s [4]. Furthermore,
MaxStrat has suggested there is a maximum theoretical transfer rate through a single HIPPI
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adapter channel on each RAID system of 80 MB/s [8], with less than 70 MB/s in practice.
We discuss the effect of these limitations further in Section 3.4.

3.2

Test methodology

We tested the MPI-IO code using a program that let us vary four parameters:







Stripe factor: The number of devices over which a file is striped. For these tests, we
used striping factors of 1, 2, 4, and 8. As noted above, our two RAID systems behave
as four independent RAID devices. For n-way striping, the HPSS stripes are evenly
distributed across the four RAID logical devices. We use a striping unit (number of
contiguous bytes within each stripe segment of a file) of 8 MB.
File size: The size of the file was varied from 1 KB to 64 MB.
Chunk size: The size of contiguous chunks that are interleaved in the file. We tested
chunk sizes ranging from 1 to 16 MB in power-of-two increments.
Number of MPI processes: We used 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 processes; we limited the
number of processes to stay within the number of CPUs available on our test system.

In addition to this test program, we evaluated MPI-IO with three more tests. The first compares native and nonnative data representation, the second compares blocking and nonblocking I/O, and the third measures performance tuning.
We configured the HPSS storage classes and used appropriate hints to hpss Open so that
the files we were writing would require minimum allocation and metadata overhead. We
configured our test environment to enable the HPSS IPI protocol (third-party transfers),
which sends data over the HIPPI network connection. Through particular choice of HPSS
class of service and MPI-IO “hints,” we configured HPSS to optimize transfers of large files
for large-chunk accesses, with large chunks), knowing that this would be inappropriate for
small files and small chunks. A production HPSS system would provide configurations
appropriate for a variety of file and access needs, beyond what we used in our testing.
In the performance plots in the following section, each data point represents an average
of five (in a few cases, four) test measurements. For write operations the test program
overwrites a file that has already been created and written. Therefore, write timings do not
include the time needed to allocate file blocks. Equivalently, we could have preallocated
the file before writing.
One limitation of the experiments presented here is that the file size never exceeds 256 MB.
However, HPSS does not cache file data, so caching effects should be inconsequential. It
is reasonable to expect that transfer of larger files will perform similarly to the largest files
reported on here; future experiments on a new testbed will be conducted to verify this.
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Figure 2: Baseline performance: 1 client process, stripe factor=1.
3.3

Performance results

We first show the read and write performance for independent operations with various file
sizes. Figure 2 shows the baseline performance for MPI-IO: the throughput for a single
process for a given file size with 1-way striping (i.e., no striping: only a single RAID is
accessed). Thus, we can anticipate the maximum throughput of n processes using collective
I/O with n-way striping to be n times this baseline performance.
For parallel or collective I/O, there are at least two possible ways to measure the I/O bandwidth. One is to take the average of the I/O times on the participating processes and divide
this into the total amount of data moved in the operation. A second way is to take the I/O
time as the interval between the earliest start time and the latest completion time of the
processes. We chose the second method, which is more conservative. We inserted a barrier
before each process began timing its portion of each collective I/O operation, so all the
processes began each operation at about the same time.
Figure 3 shows the read and write performance for collective operations with various chunk
sizes. These results are for parallel jobs with 16 MPI processes, where each process reads
or writes a fixed amount of data. For these tests, we used only 8-way striping, but we vary
the size of the contiguous chunk of data written by each process from 1 to 16 MB. The
file size is 256 MB. At the largest reported chunk size of 16 MB there is just one chunk
per process; all the other data points show transfers in which there are multiple chunks
per process. These plots show the effectiveness of collective I/O, particularly as the chunk
size is increased. Grouping the requests allows HPSS to handle accesses from multiple
processes in parallel.
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Figure 3: Collective write and read performance for varying chunk sizes
(stripe factor = 8, number of processes = 16, file size = 256 MB).
In Figures 4 and 5 we show how varying the number of tasks and the stripe factor affects
performance. The purpose of these tests was to explore what parameters gave the best
performance on our system. For these tests, we fixed the chunk size at 16 MB and we
only present data for collective operations. We vary the number of tasks from 2 to 16, and
we vary the stripe factor from 2 to 8. The results show that collective I/O performance
continues to improve as the stripe factor and the number of processes increases.
In a separate test we measured the performance of converting numeric formats during reading and writing. Using MPI LONG DOUBLE and converting between native format and
MPI-2’s “external32” representations, we found that the combined effect of the extra buffering and the numeric conversion proper resulted in a slowdown from 12.0 MB/s to 0.8 MB/s
for writes and from 14.3 MB/s to 1.3 MB/s for reads (the chunk size was 8 MB for 64-bit
native, 16 MB for 128-bit external32).
We measured the impact of using nonnative instead of native data representation. We used
a chunk size of 8 or 16 MB (depending on the size of MPI LONG DOUBLE: in native
representation, it is 64 bits; in external32 representation, it is 128 bits), one MPI process,
and a stripe factor of 1. We used external32 as the nonnative representation to test. For
our platform, only MPI LONG DOUBLE types require a data conversion from native to
external32. However, conversion requires that the data be buffered, which in itself impacts
the performance. We isolated the buffering costs by transferring MPI BYTE data, which
cause the data to be buffered but not converted. The difference in performance resulted in
a slowdown from 12.0 MB/s to 1.7 MB/s for writes and from 14.3 MB/s to 3.0 MB/s for
reads. We found the additional effect for conversion by transferring MPI LONG DOUBLE
data. This resulted in a further slowdown to 0.8 MB/s for writes and to 1.3 MB/s for reads.
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Figure 4: Collective read for varying number of processes
(stripe factor = 2/4/8, chunk size = 16 MB; file size = 16 MB / process).
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Figure 5: Collective write for varying number of processes
(stripe factor = 2/4/8, chunk size = 16 MB; file size = 16 MB / process).
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We also examined the performance of blocking versus nonblocking I/O and the potential
speedup of overlapping computation with I/O. We used a test that performed a floating
point calculatation sequence for 16 million iterations, and then wrote the results of these
calculations to a file. We constructed the calculation sequence so that the I/O and calculation times were approximately equal. We used 4 processes, a stripe factor of 4, and a
chunk size of 16 MB, so the file size was 64 MB. We compared the time elapsed using sequential compute-then-write with the time elapsed when we overlap the compute and write
phases using nonblocking I/O. We observed that the overlapped compute/write time (3.1
secs) was approximately 62% of the compute-then-write time (5.0 secs). We experimented
with more MPI processes and stripe factors, but found that the best overlap was achieved
with the four-process case. We believe this is due to contention among the threads that belong to each process when there are insufficient CPUs to assign to each active thread. That
is, when there are more than 4 processes, each with multiple active threads, the processes
are competing for the 4 CPUs per SMP node. When there is a single multithreaded process
per node, there are 4 CPUs available for scheduling these threads.
Lastly, we constructed a test to utilize what we had learned about how to tune performance.
We achieved maximum aggregate throughput for this test platform using collective I/O with
32 processes, 8-way striping and 8 MB chunks: we were able to read a 256 MB file at 197
MB/s and write it at 173 MB/s.

3.4

Analysis

The tests that vary file and chunk size show better performance for larger file sizes and
chunks. This is expected since HPSS is designed for very large files and transfer sizes. It
is worth examining what HPSS parameters contribute to performance variations, although
we’ve alluded to some of these earlier.
Recall that we configured our test environment to use the IPI protocol for HPSS transfers.
However, when the chunks are smaller than the HPSS stripe size, HPSS does not use the
IPI protocol over HIPPI; instead, it uses TCP/IP over HIPPI. This is because HPSS defines
its own blocks that are separate from, and typically larger than, the disk blocks that the
storage devices uses. Transfers that do not fill a complete HPSS stripe block require special
handling; to improve performance in this case we would need to collect data chunks into
larger blocks. Performance peaked when the size of each chunk was 8 MB, our HPSS
configuration’s stripe size. For example, Fig. 3 shows that the performance of both reads
and writes falls somewhat when the chunks grow from 8 to 16 MB.
Another source of performance variation is the contiguity of the data being accessed. For
these tests, we deliberately avoided the use of MPI datatypes that contained holes (inaccessible regions) for the file types. That is, when the requests for all tasks are merged in
a collective operation, they always form a single contiguous block of file data. Therefore,
the limit on IOD length is not exceeded. Another discontiguity penalty is the metadata that
is kept by the HPSS bitfile server and its limit on file fragmentation. For example, with
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even a single hole per filetype, the bitfile server is forced to keep two metadata records per
filetype-sized chunk written, one describing the data and one describing the hole. Furthermore, the bitfile server has an upper bound (2K) on the number of fragments (metadata
records) it can maintain per file. The creation and maintenance of the metadata hits the
write performance severely and the read performance significantly. For the example of a
single hole per filetype, writing and reading data with consecutive filetypes which are now
discontigous, we see as little as only 10% of the contiguous performance.
Other HPSS configuration details that impact performance are how well the HPSS striping
matches the distibution or striping of data over the client processes. This includes matching
the size of a striping unit to the size of data being transferred by each client, as well as just
matching number of clients and striping units. We see optimal performance when there is
a 1-1 correspondence, as in the performance of 8 processes with 8-way striping which is
better than the performance of 16 processes with 8-way striping.
Outside of HPSS, other limiting factors are the number of devices and connections available. Although there is a connection to each node, this is multiplexed to 4 CPUs on each
node. Similarly, although there is a connection to each logical device, the IPI configuration
of an 8-way stripe requires multiplexing of accesses to two stripe units per device.
On our testbed peak performance is limited by the HIPPI connections. Our measured read
throughput of 197 MB/s is near the maximum aggregate performance of the HIPPI adapters
on the compute nodes, which is 51.8 MB/s  4 = 207.2 MB/s.
Although our results demonstrate scalability over the stripe factors and CPUs available for
our tests, past performance is no guarantee of future returns. As the number of processors
available increases, it is unlikely that all of those processors will have HIPPI interfaces
available, and that would require additional data management, and possibly transferring
data among nodes to maintain the collective I/O model we have implemented. HPSS is
addressing this issue as well.
In summary, users will pay penalties for the flexibility of MPI-IO nonnative data representations and discontiguous accesses. The payoffs of collective I/O and concurrency of
computation and I/O may ameliorate some of those penalties.

4

Future work

We are currently working on changes to improve the performance, and will be carrying out
further experiments on larger testbeds and production systems.
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5

Conclusions

We have examined the performance of a new MPI-IO implementation using third-party
transfer and collective parallel I/O capabilities in the High Performance Storage System.
Our implementation uses these capabilities to optimize file accesses from multiple processes in a parallel job. We have found the performance to be quite good, at least when
reasonably large chunks are used.
Our implementation could be improved by optimizing it further to handle very finely interleaved data accesses. Other MPI-IO implementations use collective buffering to achieve
this goal. Currently, our implementation does no data caching or buffering.
A further benefit of this implementation is that it adds to the list of platforms on which
MPI-IO is supported efficiently, giving parallel programmers access to petabyte archives
via a standard portable interface.
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